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THE CEDARVILLE UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT OF MUSIC AND WORSHIP

PRESENTS

THE
SYMPHONIC BAND
CONCERT

MICHAEL P. DICUIIRCI
CONDUCTOR

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 2013
8 P.M.

JEREMIAH CHAPEL
DIXON MINISTRY CENTER
Program

Symphonic Fanfare ....................... Mark Camphouse

The Billboard March  ..................... John N. Klohr

Vesuvius .................................. Frank Ticheli
Conducted by Michael Wood

Flight of the Piasa ....................... Robert Sheldon

Divertimento for Band .................... Vincent Persichetti
Conducted by Chet Jenkins

Overture, from CANDIDE ................. Leonard Bernstein
arr. Clare Grundman

Broadway Showstoppers Overture ......... Warren Barker

Stars and Stripes Forever ............... John Philip Sousa
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Christian Townsend
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Jennie Krob

PERCUSSION
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Josh Sommers
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